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Atego and PTC collaborate to realize the value of System Modeling and
model-based Systems Engineering
Process-based change and configuration management improves product quality
and gets complex products to market faster
San Diego, USA and Cheltenham, UK – 5th August 2013. Atego™, today announced the availability of a PTC
solution that integrates the comprehensive systems and software lifecycle management capabilities of PTC
Integrity™ software with the Atego Artisan Studio® systems and software modeling environment. This
integration delivers end-to-end engineering lifecycle management with full control and traceability over
Requirements, Models, Source Code, and Tests.
Modern product innovation drives product development complexity as more products are built as smart,
software-intensive systems. Leading product organizations now use model centric processes as the best
way to manage the inherent complexity while improving efficiency and quality. The high-fidelity integration
of PTC Integrity and Artisan Studio, which was created and tested with a Tier 1 global leader in Aerospace,
breaks new ground by providing a rigorous and centralized change process-driven approach needed for
complex product development, especially valuable for safety critical systems. By connecting models with
other lifecycle artifacts and processes, requirements can more effectively guide design models and
engineering change can be orchestrated with precision and speed.
“We are very pleased to announce this PTC integration between Atego’s Artisan Studio and PTC Integrity,
which responds directly to the needs of our joint customers,” said Richard Horsman, Executive Chairman of
Atego. “We are experiencing significant and growing market demand for Atego’s Artisan Studio as a modelbased systems engineering driver for ALM and as the core of the Atego solution. This PTC integration
formally endorses Artisan Studio as a keystone in today’s systems engineering and software application
lifecycle tool chains.”
“Engineers today must accelerate the pace of innovation and quickly incorporate changes to reduce overall
development time and costs. Compliance with standards like ISO26262, DO-178B, and IEC61508 demands
process control and automation capabilities with end-to-end coverage of engineering change. Achieving
these goals requires the ability to work in an integrated environment where every asset in the lifecycle is
connected and controlled,” notes Jake Simpson, General Manager of PTC’s ALM Business Segment. “The
integration of PTC Integrity and Atego Artisan Studio enables engineers to focus on their design goals by
offering superior control with far less effort.”
“Model-based approaches to complex systems engineering and software development projects are rapidly
becoming the norm for leading product development organizations. The adoption of the Object
Management Group’s (OMG) two leading modeling notations for systems and software (SysML and UML)
has now outpaced traditional techniques. Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) has become the
driving force for today’s product lifecycles and Application Modeling is key to the majority of software
intensive system development projects,” said Hedley Apperly, VP Product & Marketing with Atego. “The
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industry proven integration of PTC Integrity and Atego Artisan Studio not only stores versioned models in
the same central repository as all other application lifecycle artifacts but also involves models in the textual
requirement engineering and change management processes, enabling significant improvements in quality
and productivity.”
The PTC Integrity integration with Atego Artisan Studio is available from PTC. To learn more about the
integration of PTC Integrity with Atego Artisan Studio, please visit the modeling and simulation section of
the PTC website: http://www.mks.com/solutions/discipline/modeling-simulation
# ##
About PTC
PTC (Nasdaq: PMTC) enables manufacturers to achieve sustained product and service advantage. The
company's technology solutions transform the way products are created and serviced across the entire
product lifecycle - from conception and design to sourcing and service. Founded in 1985, PTC employs over
6,000 professionals serving more than 27,000 businesses in rapidly-evolving, globally distributed
manufacturing industries worldwide. Get more information at www.ptc.com
About Atego
Atego is a world leading software tools and professional services company, focused on helping
organizations engineer complex, mission- and safety-critical systems and software. With today’s systems
and software engineering projects continually growing in complexity, Atego’s collaborative development
tools, robust runtime environments, certification know-how and supporting services enable abstraction,
optimization and automation - dramatically increasing quality, security and productivity. www.Atego.com
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